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Report On The 3p Index
The blue-chip benchmark tumbled more than 2 per cent or 164 points on Monday as fears over rising coronavirus cases sent markets around the world into a tailspin. But it closed up 59.28 points.

MARKET REPORT: FTSE 100 index finishes week above where it started - a feat that looked highly improbable after a dramatic sell-off in opening session
Mazhar Mohammad of Chartviewindia.in said a major downswing is unlikely as long as the index holds above the 15,600 level.

Ahead of Market: 12 things that will decide stock action on Wednesday
At 9am, the benchmark FTSE 100 was around 25 points to the good, or 0.36% at 7,041.76, led by oil major Royal Dutch Shell ( RDSB), miner Anglo American ( AAL) and pest control company Rentokil Initial ...

Bumper dividends boost FTSE 100; Fed, China regulators dovish
The blue-chip benchmark tumbled more than 2 per cent or 164 points on Monday as fears over rising coronavirus cases sent markets around the world into a tailspin. But it closed up 59.28 points.

MARKET REPORT: FTSE 100 finishes week above where it started
FTSE 100 climbs 39 points; Anglo American gains ground; BT drops sharply; 9.35am: Mixed reaction to company news. Leading shares continue on their merry way upwards, with the FTSE ...

FTSE 100 moves higher with Rentokil Initial leading the way
UK stocks opened lower on Monday after China's market was hurt by tighter rules in the country's tech sector. At 0820, the benchmark FTSE 100 index was down 28.55 points, or 0.4%, at 6.999,03. China ...

UK stocks open lower as China tightens tech rules
Entering the final half-hour of trading, the FTSE 100 was rousing itself for a late assault on the 6,900 level. The index was up 48 points (0.7%) at 6,892, as aerospace-related stocks got a bit of ...

FTSE 100 rouses itself for an assault on the 6,900 level
The FTSE 100 dropped to a two-month low on Friday, with Burberry and mining stocks pulling the index below the 7,000 mark before it recovered slightly to close 3.

FTSE falls below 7,000
A rise in UK retail sales in June bucked predictions of a drop and regained some of May

s significant decline as England

s Euro 2020 success drove up food and alcohol sales. Shares in mobile network ...

FTSE firmer by noon as retail sales please, Vodafone beats
The FTSE 100 narrowly avoided breaking four straight months of gains on Wednesday as its financial houses and housebuilders led the index lower ... save hundreds ‒ report Nissan set to announce ...

FTSE narrowly avoids June dip
Britain's blue-chip index celebrated a better day as Boris Johnson ... Shares edged up 1.2 per cent, or 3p, to 247.5p. Even airline, travel and transport stocks were on the rise, as Johnson ...

MARKET REPORT: Battered blue chips get a Boris booster as Prime Minister claims having two vaccines would be 'a liberator'
It left the index at 7,122 points ... Local high streets to see boom in new stores due to hybrid working ‒ report Avanti West Coast starts UK

s largest refurbishment of a train fleet FTSE ...

Shares regain lost ground as miners soar in London
Barclays News Headlines. BARC Share News. Financial News Articles for Barclays Plc Ord 25P updated throughout the day.

TOP NEWS SUMMARY: Barclays, Santander and Deutsche Bank bounce back
The FTSE 100 index made more modest progress, despite Friday s strong jobs report in the United States ... Shares were 1.2p higher at 275.3p.

FTSE s coming home: markets buoyed as Boris Johnson sets out freedom day
The limp response from travel operators was in contrast to a reasonable performance from the FTSE 100 leading index, which closed ... against the remuneration report. Just 8.2% voted against ...

Shares in travel firms fail to take off despite updated green list
They helped push the FTSE 100, London s top index, to a positive result ... poured cold water on reports of a possible £4 billion private equity bid but it was not enough to completely temper ...

Housebuilders celebrate rising prices while travel shares droop
while investors also welcomed reports that British Land could sell its stake in Paddington Central. Story continues British Land saw its shares rise 23.3p to 516.8p, while Land Securities was up 21.6p ...
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